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We are constantly impressed each month as we read the
many Newsletters we receive. This month we found an
article written by a Chapter Director’s “right hand” (his
wife). A Co-Rider and an Elementary School teacher who
is close to retirement after 31 years. She is sharing her
perspective on all three of her “jobs”.
Please read carefully as Sue Bahe imparts her wisdom on
a variety of subjects – some really great suggestions here
(especially #8)
Thank you, Ray and Sandi Garris, Your Directors of GWRRA
View from the Back Seat …
From my co-rider‟s seat I have the opportunity to look backward using the
rear view mirror; forward, if I lean
around my rider; and side to side. At
this time of the year we need to make
sure we as co-riders are doing all of this
“lookin‟ around” to help keep us safe
on the road. I also propose that as we
look ahead to riding season and our
many GWRRA activities, we take this
opportunity to look at ourselves.
How do we live our lives? How do others see us? As
GWRRA members we have numerous opportunities to
promote the organization, safe riding, and motorcycling
in general. As you are parked at the gas station and you
see the young child eyeing the bike, do you give him a

smile, and let the parent know it is okay to come look at the bike? Do you give
motorcyclists a good name when you stop for ice cream, food, gas, or lodging
or are you a
“Negative Nellie” about everything? Do you participate in our many charitable events? Do you take the opportunity to visit with people or at least greet
them with a smile or hug at gatherings, rallies, and events?
Near the end of my 31+ years of teaching elementary school, I find myself
looking at myself as a teacher. Did I make a difference? Did I do my best to
find a positive in every situation and child? Was I able to be flexible when
things didn‟t go the way I had planned? Was I prepared for whatever may lie
ahead? Did my kids always know I cared? Some of these same questions apply
to riding motorcycle and living our lives to the fullest. Should we look in all directions and at all aspects of our lives? – Yes! Can we change what we have already done? – No! But we have many opportunities ahead to be the best we
can be.
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As a teacher, I have been exposed to the sayings from All I Really Need to
Know I Learned in Kindergarten by Robert Fulghum. I want to share some of
these as I think they apply to life and motorcycling.
1. Share everything. (even ice cream?)
2. Say you‟re SORRY when you HURT somebody.
3. Wash your hands before you eat.
4. Take a nap every afternoon. (Or maybe a short mental “you” break)
5. Live a balanced life – learn some and drink some and draw some
and paint some and sing and dance and play and work every day
some.
6. When you go out into the world, watch for traffic, hold hands, and
stick together.
7. Be aware of wonder. Remember the little seed in the Styrofoam cup:
The roots go down and the plant goes up and nobody really knows
how or why, but we are all like that.
8. And then remember the Dick-and-Jane books and the first word you
learned – the biggest word of all – LOOK.
Which brings us back to where I began - Look around you, check
out the many upcoming events and rides, and enjoy life!
Until we meet again... Speak cordially and Ride defensively....
Both are better
that way!
Roger and Sue Bahe, Chapter IA-I
Senior Directors
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A Couple of Questions that have Come to the President
Do I Have to Wear the Officer Blue Patch?

The Officer blue patch was designed back in 2010 to distinguish our Officers to the Membership. The desire was to
make our Officer stand out so that a Member would immediately know who to go to get a question answered. So in
that thinking, do you have to? We‟d sure prefer that you do and take pride in
your position with GWRRA. (See that patch on JR‟s vest, cool!)
GWRRA has had 2 different patch designs over its life. The original was the
helmet. You can tell a member who has been with the organization a while
when they have a 10” helmet on the back of their vest! In the early 2000 we
changed our patch, our logo, to what is referred to as the Griffin patch. That
patch comes in color or in black and gold. When the Officer patch was designed they took the Griffin patch and changed the color scheme. With the
strong persuasion from Keith Morrison, Region F Director, a 10” Officer
patch was added.
As an Officer you know that the Officer patches are free to you for you and
your TEAM. The exception to that is the 10” Officer patch and that we sell to
you at cost + shipping.
GWRRA believes in our Officers setting the tone for the Membership and that
is spelled out in the MOU (Memorandum of Understanding). Every Officer
signs one and one of the “requirements” is that you wear the 4” and 10” patches. We encourage you to wear the blue Officer patch and truly display the
pride we have in you as an Officer of GWRRA!
Is there a Set Vest Layout?
I‟ve been asked this question lately and the simple answer is there is not. I am
aware of Chapters that sell their Chapter vest and along with it comes the suggested layout. That is a Chapter decision. I have asked Membership Enhancement to look into this as a possible suggested layout.
They have their TEAM working on this question so you‟ll hear
from them in the future.
Communication
So here is a question for you, if you were sending out emails to
your Officers and you found out that they had blocked your communication
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would that give you pause regarding their involvement with your TEAM? It
sure does to us! There could be many reasons that at some time you “opted
out” of electronic communication from GWRRA. As an Officer you agree in
the MOU to receive communication from GWRRA. Our communication is
both informative and to offer you products for purchase. The informative can
be changes coming, suggestions to help with your position, money opportunities through your store, a change in an event or a change in Officers at the National or Region levels. It is critical that you stay informed so you
can properly communicate with the Membership who counts on
you to do this. If you have “opted out” of GWRRA Communication, please contact Customer Service 1-800-843-9460 and let them
know that you need to “opt in” so you won‟t miss out and neither will the
Members. We sure appreciate your attention to this!
We Appreciate You!!!
I would like to finish this month with a Thank You! May is Motorcycle Awareness Month and I‟ve decided that for the Home Office is Officer Appreciation
Month. We sure hope you know how much you are appreciated! Your dedication to GWRRA is why we have such a special organization. Please be proud
of all you are doing and when you don‟t feel that pat on the back and that
“you‟re doing a great job” or “thanks for all you are doing” then come back to
this article and feel the pat on the back and hear us telling you “job well done
and thanks!”

Anita & JR
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CHAPTER SOCIAL EVENTS FOR FUN AND TEAM BUILDING
Chapter social events (by that I mean planned events involving the entire Chapter and to which other Chapters are invited, but not including the
monthly gathering) commonly referred to as "poker runs" even though they
may not be Poker Runs in the traditional sense, are a great way to raise revenue for the Chapter and cement a good team of participating, active members.
These kinds of events are usually too labor intensive to be assembled and hosted by just the Chapter staff. Many, if not all of the members of the Chapter
will need to assist with various duties to make it happen. When successfully
organized, these events not only make money for the Chapter but get the nonstaff members involved and to work for a common goal. When the event is
concluded, everyone who participated feels like they've contributed to its success, they are more likely to agree to help the Chapter in the future.
Many Chapters have moved away from these kinds of events, for a variety of reasons. There aren't nearly as many of them now as there were a few
years ago. Over the years, some Chapters have closed and that explains part
of it, but some Chapters have devised other methods of fund raising that don't
involve so much planning and staffing. That said, I think the benefits (not
just financial) that accrue to the Chapter in terms of camaraderie, friendship
and team building make the traditional "poker run" a worthwhile endeavor.
As an example, our Home Chapter (FL1-A) just concluded a very successful social event that we billed as our "Luau". It had a tropical/Hawaiian
theme and featured a grilled burger/hot dog meal with dessert and drinks,
games, chapter challenge, Hawaiian shirt contest and more. Our total attendance was 165 GWRRA members (most of whom rode there) and we made it
happen without any significant problems. But just as important, we had 34
Chapter members who "worked" the event and had lots of FUN doing it. In
fact, our members who staffed the different duties had as much fun as the delegates who attended. The 165 members who attended represented 16 different Chapters from across Florida and some from other states. You really can't
place a monetary value on the fellowship and camaraderie of 165 GWRRA
members spending a fun day socializing and enjoying each other's company.
I know what some of you are thinking as you read this: "easy for you to
write about, but doing it is another matter". Nan and I have hosted 17 large
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rallies at the Chapter, District and Region levels. Yes, it involves lots of planning and team work. It doesn't all just fall into place by itself. Your Chapter
has to make a commitment as a group, to help out as needed. They have to donate (or scrounge) prizes, donate their valuable time and do whatever they can
to make the event a success. It takes time to build this kind of consensus
among Chapter members but once it's established it makes for a much
smoother and harmonious group of people and it pays off in other ways, not
just major events. If you are looking for a project to get your Chapter going,
this just might be something to consider.

Bob & Nan
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Chain Gang: are you in?
I‟m sure most of you, if not all of you have heard the old saying, “You‟re only
as good as your weakest link.” Well, that is very true and even in GWRRA.
I‟ve also heard, “Oh that‟s from the Home Office, now what?” It amazes me
when I‟m talking to Members and a subject comes up about something that
has gone out from the “Home Office” and the Member knows nothing about
it. Or a Member wants to know why when they wanted to know something,
that no one gets back to them. Communications is our biggest tool; we have to
get information up and down the levels of GWRRA. We have verbal, dialogue
in person or on the phone. We have written, like E-mails, Announcements,
Bulletins, Flyers, Wing World, Insight Magazine, Web sites, snail mail, and
Zoom conference calls and still there is a break in the chain of communications.
In my opinion as a Deputy Director, and Yes I‟m part of the Home Office, we
have to remember why it‟s important to pass communications on, either up or
down that chain, because it‟s about the Member and their right to know. Yes,
there are times that a communication will go out that is just earmarked for
Deputies, or Regionals, or down to District Directors, but unless it‟s stated that
it‟s a restricted communication it should be passed onto the Members. Just as
important, if not more important, are the communications coming from the
Members. We as Officers have an obligation to get that Member an answer
just as fast as we can, because an informed Member is a “Happy Member.”
Another very important area of communication is also with your Team
(Chapter, District, Region and National). There are a lot of great Teams that
fail because the Team Members are not kept in the know and that falls directly
on the shoulders of the Director. You have this great base of volunteers on
your Team that are willing to do whatever needs to be done for the Members
and because they‟re not in the know, they can‟t help, not only you, but more
importantly the Members they serve.
So, are you that weak link? Or do you know someone that is a weak link? In
either case, please join me, Ray Garris, TEAM GWRRA and the Home Office
to help shore up any weak links in our communication chain. We will all benefit and the Members will be better served.

Are you on board the GWRRA Chain Gang?

Bruce & Barb
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Motorcycle Awareness Month
For most of GWRRA, riding season is really getting underway. One of the ways that
I know this is that Motorcycle Awareness Month is in May every year. So what is
Motorcycle awareness month and what can we do to get involved? Here is some information courtesy of the American Motorcyclist Association.
With the beginning of Motorcycle Awareness Month on May 1, the American Motorcyclist Association is issuing a special appeal to motorists to be aware of their driving environment, check mirrors and blind spots before changing lanes and, especially, to
watch for motorcyclists.
―The warmer weather in May brings out the riders who have been unable to ride all
winter, so it presents an excellent opportunity for us to educate the non-riding public
about the safety issues that affect motorcyclists every time we roll out of our driveways
or onto a trail,‖ said Rob Dingman, AMA president and CEO. ―The AMA is monitoring
more than 1,124 state and federal bills that would affect motorcycling safety or motorcyclists’ rights, including many that deal with rider safety.‖
Among the top awareness issues in 2015 are distracted driving and the need for motorcyclist and driver training. Sean Hutson, AMA government affairs manager for onhighway issues, said state legislatures are considering more than 150 bills that deal
with distracted driving. Those bills range from prohibitions on minors using personal
electronic devices to bans on the use of electronic devices by any driver.
Rather than solely seeking bans on specific forms of behavior, though, the AMA advocates legislation that includes enhanced penalty options to be determined by the courts
in cases where distracted driving results in a crash.
In addition, the AMA supports training programs for motorcyclists — including advanced skills courses – and more thorough education for motorists. A new law in Michigan, for example, requires motorcycle- and bicycle-awareness and safety instruction in
all of the state’s courses for new drivers.
Drivers can avoid crashes with motorcyclists by taking extra care and looking twice to
spot motorcycles in traffic — especially at intersections — respecting the motorcyclists’
space on the road and by not following too closely.
Motorcycle Awareness Month, launched by the AMA in the early 1980s and adopted

by many state motorcycle-rights organizations, government entities and AMAsanctioned clubs, is observed each May.

What a great opportunity for our members to focus and re-focus on their riding
skills. So my challenge to you and to all GWRRA chapters is ask you, what are you
going to do to increase motorcycle awareness in your part of the world?
Well here are a few ideas.


Consider a Chapter Show and Shine at a local business. It‟s a great opportunity to share Motorist Awareness information with the public. It‟s a chance
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to interact with the motoring public and share with them what it‟s like to ride
a Honda Gold Wing. You may pick up some new members because you have
that conversation with someone who already owns a bike or is looking at one.


When riding alone, be sure and communicate clearly with others out there on
the road. Use your signals, keep a safe space cushion. Place you and your
motorcycle in a lane position that allows for the highest visibility for those
around you. Don‟t ride distracted. Obey all traffic laws.



When riding in a group, ride together according to the GWRRA Team Riding
Manual. It makes us more visible. It looks good to the other motorists so It
projects a positive image of motorcyclists to them. Be courteous to others on
the road. If someone wants to pass you while team riding it‟s okay. Remember you are on your bike enjoying the day. Keep it in context. “The worst
day riding is better than the best day working!”.



Talk about Motorcycle Awareness month at your May gathering. Why not
make it the theme for May in your chapter! You could tailor the whole gathering around the theme and have some fun with it. Make sure you follow it
up
with
a
ride
to
your
chapters‟
favorite
destination.

Whatever you decide to do, commit to making a difference. Every person we educate about Motorcycling, every person we reach out to, every person we chat with
will be more aware that we are out there. By doing this, we become a person to
them, not just a machine with someone on it. This changes their perception and we
gain an advocate. So get out and ride, enjoy the spring!
Take the Long Road

Mike & Lynn
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“By the Book” articles are intended to help familiarize GWRRA Volunteer Leaders
and Members with the policies, procedures, and information contained in the GWRRA
Officer’s Handbook (OHB). A copy of the Officer’s Handbook can be found at the following Internet website: www.gwrra.org/oconnect/officerhandbook.html
Please feel free to reprint these articles in Region, District, or Chapter newsletters.
.

Our Core Values

In the past issues of By the Book we explored the GWRRA Mission and Vision
statements. Now its time to turn our attention to the Core Values of our Association. These are values that all of our GWRRA officers from the Chapter level to
the 'top of the house' should strive to exhibit.
EXCELLENCE - Our quest for excellence includes an abiding pride in
our Association.
CHARACTER - Honesty, integrity and commitment are the key character elements in developing trust and respect within our Association.
FOCUS - Our focus is to meet the needs of our Members and provide
leadership through our Officers and staff.
ATTITUDE - Our Officers and staff maintain a positive, enthusiastic
and creative attitude in their approach of providing an atmosphere for
fun, safety and knowledge.
FAIRNESS - The resolution of any issue should stand the test of “is it
fair?” Is it fair to the Member? Is it fair to the officers? Is it fair to the
Association? These should all be considerations in everything we do.
COMMUNICATIONS - The more we share information and communicate about goals, values, measures and rewards, the more effective we
can be as individuals and as Members of the Association.
TEAMWORK - Teamwork is the ability to work together toward our
common vision. It is our ability to direct individual accomplishment toward Association objectives. It is the fuel that allows all of us to achieve
exceptional results.
TRAINING - Well-trained Officers and staff will provide improved
Member services and create increased position satisfaction.
QUALITY - To be the best we can be and to hold the Members in highest esteem and respect will guarantee the quality of our Association.
The core values form the basis of many other facets of the Officer Handbook.
Do they sound like the qualities you would like to see in your Chapter Team? I
imagine they are. They are simple, easy to understand and if you keep them in
mind as you go about running your Chapters, you will have happy Members
and thriving Chapters.
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The more you know, the better it gets!

Jack Wagner

Reacting to Change
We are constantly faced
with changes – family
changes, work changes,
social changes. GWRRA
is no different in that we undergo changes in our Association as well – chapter
changes, national changes, policy changes. Some changes are evolutionary or
a slow progression of change; others are more revolutionary which is a sudden, extreme or complete change. Regardless of how it is categorized, change
is still just change – a neutral event. Change in itself is neither good or bad; its
all in how we perceive and react to the change that puts it into a good or bad
category. We might look at a change and say it was good because it accomplished the desired outcome. Yet we have all seen changes that while they accomplished what was needed at the time, were perceived as very bad. If you
need an example of that, just remember back to the implementation of the Officer Certification Program (OCP).
I just reread a book on different approaches to handling change - “Who
Moved My Cheese” by Spencer Johnson, M.D. Its written as a humorous parable about four characters, beings like mice but who look and behave like people. The 'cheese', as you would expect from mice, is necessary for their nourishment and is an analogy for things you want – good health, better job, successful chapter, new Goldwing. The characters all live in a maze. Their story
revolves around how they react to their cheese being moved from its previous
location within the maze (change). The characters possess individual characteristics that can be found in each of us. Their names somewhat give away
their primary attributes - Sniff, Scurry, Hem and Haw. Sniff is always sniffing
around, checking the condition of the cheese (monitoring to see if change is
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needed) as well as exploring the maze looking for new cheese locations
(identifying opportunities to change). Scurry is eager to follow Sniff as he identifies new cheese locations (quick to embrace change). Haw learns to laugh at
the foolishness of his actions during the course of looking for cheese (resisting
change but finally doing so, wondering why he was so reluctant in the first
place), while Hem is 'hemmed in', continuing to stay in the previous 'no
cheese' location (refusing to accept that change is needed). Haw is constantly
trying to help Hem find cheese so Hem doesn't starve (attempting to bring
Hem into the change). As he explores the maze looking for cheese, Haw writes
clues on the maze walls for Hem (the proverbial 'handwriting on the wall').
There are many lessons in the 'handwritings on the wall'. Among the most significant with regard to change are:
“They keep moving the cheese” - change happens
“Get ready for the cheese to move” - anticipate change
“Smell the cheese often so you know when its getting old” - monitor change
“The quicker you let go of old cheese, the sooner you can enjoy new cheese”
- adapt quickly
“Move with the cheese” - make the change
“Savor the adventure and enjoy the taste of new cheese” - enjoy change!
“They keep moving the cheese” - be ready to quickly change and enjoy it
again
Who are you going to be – Sniff, Scurry, Hem or Haw? Are you going to sniff
around looking for ways to make things better? Are you going to scurry rapidly to embrace recommended changes? How quickly will you accept the fact
that change was needed, then look back and wonder why you were so resistant
to the change in the first place? Will you help others adapt to the change? Or
will you just hem yourself into the present, resisting changes, and getting left
behind wondering where everyone else has gone?
Johnson, M.D., Spencer. Who Moved My Cheese. New York: G.P. Putnam's
Sons, 1999. Print.
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Do You Know the Law?
You come to a 4-way stop at the same time as another bike arriving at the
left cross street. Who has the right of way?
You get caught going 62 in a 55 mph zone. You get a ticket (not a warning),
but there are no points, no insurance company notification, and nothing on
your record. How did that happen?
You‟re the tail gunner on a group ride that is on a ramp entering an interstate highway. As the group begins to merge onto the interstate, you check
its right lane, see that it is clear and secure it by crossing the space marked
with white lines between the ramp and the right lane of the interstate. A
Highway Patrol officer flags you down and writes you a 3-point ticket and
sends you to traffic school. What happened?
Good for you if you know the answers. If not, then it might be time to review the traffic laws for the states in which you travel. Most of my and Althea‟s riding is in Arizona so we go to AZ traffic laws at http://
www.azleg.gov/ArizonaRevisedStatutes.asp?Title=28. In Oklahoma, for example, it is Title 47. In Kentucky it is Revised Statutes Chapter 189. All of
the statutes you need are easily accessible via the internet and there is some
pretty good stuff there, especially if you are having trouble going to sleep.
But, kidding aside, we should know the basics to stay safe. OK. The answers for Arizona:
The answer to the 4-way stop situation is no one has the right-of-way. Yes,
the rider at the left cross street must yield to you as the rider on the right,
but if he/she fails to do so and you proceed into the intersection at the same
time resulting in a crash, both riders can be cited costing you 6 points on
your license. There are no traffic laws that give “unofficial” vehicles and
even most “official vehicles” the right-of-way at any time.
The second situation is one in which it pays to be nice to the officer talking
to you. He/she has the option of not writing you a speeding ticket, but a
ticket for “Waste of Finite Resources.” This is only applicable on 55 mph
highways with your speed under 65. So, be polite and ask for that one since
it will not go on your driving record (and impress the officer that you even
know that law exists).
The tail gunner in the third situation crossed a “gore area” costing him 3
points. A gore area is the space between a through roadway and an exit or
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entrance ramp. And it‟s not only for the interstate. You can see gore areas
next to right turn only lanes and pretty much anywhere lanes divide to separate traffic moving in different directions.
There is also the “5-car rule” that says vehicles traveling at speeds “less
than normal traffic” on two-lane roads must pull to the right to let following vehicles pass if there are five or more backed up behind them. I can
think of a few situations while following a 10-mph-under driver on a mountain road that I muttered into the intercom “where is a Cop when you need
one.”
You‟ll find laws that cover headlight modulators (Federal statute), motorcycles in HOV lanes, definition of an “intersection” (for those of you who
have been caught by intersection cameras), prima facie speed limits (the
speed limit on rural roads that are not posted), and a host of other laws
with which you can impress (or bore) your friends at the next ice cream
run. And for those headed for Billings this summer, a quick review of your
“travel states” laws may save you cash for chrome and bling.

Bob & Althea
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GWRRA University‟s Point of View?
For me, our motto, ―Friends for Fun, Safety and Knowledge‖ signifies four elements of what makes our Association great; building friendships, always having
fun, saving lives and teaching the knowledge to be better leaders and learning
how to have better lives. As the Association was developing and growing, four
divisions were formed each tasked with their own mission to build one of these
elements; Operations to create, organize and manage the chapter concept to
build friendships; Member Enhancement to make sure fun was a cornerstone of
everything we did; Rider Ed to teach safety so we can help save lives and Leadership Training to build leaders and offer personal development programs to
give our Members the tools to improve their relationships as well as their professional and personal lives. The goal was for it all to work in harmony at the
Chapter level with District leaders supporting Chapter leadership, Region leaders supporting Districts and Home Office supporting it all. But, it hasn‟t always
worked like that.
It is the Vision of GWRRA University to help make that original goal of harmony, teamwork and support a consistent reality. At each level, Chapter, District,
etc., we are beginning to teach, train and live the concept of „horizontal
team‟. We are seeing Directors, Educators, Member Enhancement Coordinators, trainers, treasurers, their assistants and other staff working together putting their own individual agendas aside for the opportunity to identify the complete needs of their Members and finding ways to help each other meet those
needs--to the Members‟ delight. We are beginning to work „interdependently‟,
which means we mutually rely on each other to ensure the success of it all.
It takes training, coaching and mentoring for this to happen and it is the function of the University to provide all our leaders with the tools to make it happen. We are improving our ability to do this by; redesigning our programs with
practical/useful information and skill-building techniques, making them fun so
you‟ll want to come, not because someone told you to; raising the skill level of
our instructors, trainers and coaches encouraging you to rely on them for real
helpful assistance; and being the go-to source for information, record keeping
and training to become even better leaders, coaches and mentors to solve problems faster, make better decisions, so each of our roles in GWRRA becomes
more enjoyable and rewarding.
We are working very hard to become a foundation to help the four elements of
our motto unify into the single, interdependent force for the growth of our great
Association we were meant to be. If you haven‟t yet been exposed to our new
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programs, new instruction, new website or any part of GWRRA University, seek
out your District or Region Trainer and ask for some samples. Visit our website,
gwrratraining.com, and take a look at what we‟re doing. Reach out to any University team member and we will be glad to offer our assistance with anything
you need to make your experience as an Officer in our Association a positive and
exciting one.

Joe
LEAD LIKE YOU RIDE. LIVE LIKE YOU RIDE.
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Home coming. Family reunion. Picnic, party, get-together, shindig, hullabaloo,
lollapalooza. Whatever others call it, we call it WING DING! August 31 and
Wing Ding 38 in Billings, Montana are getting mighty close, and if you haven‟t
begun your trip planning yet, now is the time to start. If you've never been to a
Wing Ding before, this is the greatest opportunity you will ever have to meet
fellow riders from all over the country and check out a mind-boggling assortment of vendors who have just the right bling or add-on for your bike. Registrations are through the roof, and we're gonna have FUN!!
"Couples Day" will be on Tuesday, August 30. Along with our awesome Region
Couples strutting their stuff, we will be adding a few must-see's. The Chapter
of the Year, Newsletter, and MEC awards will also be given out on that day.
Plus, we will also be announcing the new International Couple of the Year on
that very day as well! So plan on getting to Billings early enough to join us in
recognizing all of our "Super Achievers", starting Tuesday morning.
We will be running our new and bodacious Couple of the Year "Boot Camp"
starting at 8:00 AM Tuesday morning as well, so if you are interested in finding
out more about the Couples selection process, make plans to attend. Chaired
by experienced presenters Lynn & Lyn Edwards, this brand new seminar will
provide valuable information and help build your confidence. (Please note
there will also be information about judging, for those of you who may be
called on for that.) You need to register online ONLY for the COY Boot Camp
by
dropping
an
email
with
your
personal
info
to:
mep.coybc.gwrra@gmail.com. (seating may be limited). This morning-only
seminar will end in plenty of time for you to attend the Couples' onstage
presentations.
Co-Rider Penny does all of our navigation and trip planning, insisting that I
have more important things to do – like keeping the bike in the proper lane and
shiny side up. I have a Garmin Zumo GPS mounted on my left handlebar, and
she double-checks things with Tom Tom software running on her iPhone,
mounted on her armrest. Russ Schaeffer, leader of the 40 to Phoenix crowd,
insists it is quite reliable to use just the Garmin. But he is very good at what he
does! (I will also confess that, having once inadvertently launched a Tom Tom
GPS from my bike onto a freeway in Nashville at 70+ mph, I also keep a hardcopy map or two in the trunk.)
If you have a Windows PC, I highly recommend Tyre software. You can run
old favorite Google Maps from within it, and easily download your routes and
waypoints into your Garmin. The basic version which we‟ve used for years is
free, and is available at www.TyreToTravel.com. For a nice route viewer to
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plan your overall trip, we‟ve recently been tipped off to the “Roadtrippers”
website, at (wait for it) roadtrippers.com. Very nice graphics, and easy to figure out what‟s going on.
Remember it doesn't matter how you get there, but that you ARE there – by 2,
3, or 4 wheels, jet plane, or camel! For more information see your latest Wing
World magazine, or check in at www.gwrra.org.
Pictured below from Wing Ding 37: International Couple of the Year Reba & Jim
Berry; Drill Team maneuvers, and the Krazy Hat Contest.
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